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Abstract
Still today magnetic particle testing (MT) as well as dye penetrant testing (PT) belong to the
most important and most sensitive inspection methods applied in the automotive and aircraft
industrie.
Even though the principles have not changed during the last decades, the design of the
machinery changed very much into production line integrated type of systems.

Fig. 1: Manual MT chain tester

Fig.2: Automated MT shaft tester

Fig. 1 shows a typical operator driven MT system design from the seventies. In fig.2 we can
see the same gentlemen today, standing in front of a modern production line integrated and
machine vision aided MT shaft system.
In this systems the human factor, that always effected the MT as well as the PT method has
been reduced dramatically. These machines are principally set up as shown in fig. 3.
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Fig.3: Principal set up of fully automated MT system
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1. Why is there any need for MPI testliquid checks?
The heart of such a system is the parameter storage and process condition monitoring system
QAP as well as the machine vision part of the machine. The QAP system transfers all MT
process parameters like field strength, spray time, magnetization and post magnetization time,
demagnetisation parameters to the PLC to be established in the process. The machine vision
takes over the inspection of the parts. The automatic test liquid tanks take care that there is
always enough test liquid available in the system. The QAP monitors all parameters during
the process is carried out and stores them into a protocol.
The only part of the block diagram shown in fig. 3 that is not fully automated up to now is the
monitoring of the test liquid quality. To close this gap is a important step into the direction of
a completely automated MT process free of any human factor.
2. Earlier concepts for automated assessment of the MPI test liquid.
The basic instrumentation to asses the MPI test liquid concerning its ability to indicate surface
defects still today is the ASTM bulb and a variety of test bodies as shown in fig.4.

Fig. 4: ASTM Bulb; MTU Test Body

First concepts to automate the test liquid assessment tried to use the principle idea of the
ASTM bulb. In here the result of a sedimentation process of the MT particles give an idea of
the momentary content of the MT suspension. Fig. 5 shows the principle of such an automatic
ASTM bulb.
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Fig.5: Principle of an automatic ASTM bulb

Within this method the sedimentation process in the ASTM bulb is monitored concerning the
time depending changes of the fluorescence radiation of the 525 nm wavelength and the
transmission behaviour in the UV range. The problem with this method is that the settling
behaviour of the suspension depends on the actual temperature and that free floating pigments
in the liquid do effect the fluorescence measurements.
This produces very complex output data that makes it difficult to establish a threshold from
that on the suspension in the machine should be exchanged. But the biggest disadvantage is,
that the whole concept does not take the magnetic boundary conditions into consideration
under that the MT inspection is carried out in the machine.
Taking the principle of the MTU test body into account we can come to the conclusion that
any MT test liquid can be assessed as ready for use as long as it clearly indicates a defect of
critical measures under the given magnetic boundary conditions of the MPI system used. This
leads to the following concept of automatic MT test liquid assessment.
3. Test liquid assessment true to the field strength
Figure 6 shows a MT test liquid assessment set up, that is linked to the magnetic boundary
conditions of the MPI system it is attached to.
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Fig. 6: MT test liquid tester

This concept is based on a test body (1) that carries a spark eroded notch of the critical
measures that are needed to model the application. The test block is magnetised by a coil (4)
and the magnetic field strength is permanently measured by a Hall sensor (5) and regulated to
the values given by the QAP system. During magnetization the test liquid (6) is applied to the
test block. The results are taken by a camera (2) that is equipped with a UV LED light source
(3).

Fig. 7: Test crack; Field 30 Amp/cm; Test liquid concentration: 100%

Figure 7 shows the test results of a fresh MT suspension. The test block was magnetized with
a field strength of 30 Amp/cm. The test cracks are clearly indicated by the test liquid. After
decreasing the concentration to 50% and to 10% the ability of the test liquid to indicate the
cracks at 30 Amp/cm decreases dramatically as shown in fig. 8 and fig. 9.
The advantages of this method are easy to see. The results are connected with the magnetic
boundary conditions of the used MPI system. A threshold for the exchange of the liquid is
easy to define and due to the data exchange with the QAP the system can be adapted to
different parts to be tested on the same MPI machine.

Fig. 8: Test crack; Field 30 Amp/cm; Test liquid concentration: 50%

Fig. 9: Test crack; Field 30 Amp/cm; Test liquid concentration: 10%

4. First steps in automatic Tam panel testing
The situation in MT is very similar to the situation in PT. Automation more and more enters
into the field of PT systems but the assessment of the quality of the PT process is left to the
operator who has to judge by inspecting and assessing for example a Tam panel as shown in
fig. 10.

Fig. 10: Test body No. 2

To automate the Tam Panel Test we created a concept similar to the MPI inktester. Fig. 11
shows the setup of an automatic tam panel tester. Here the camera picks up the image of a tam
panel after it went through the penetrant process.
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Fig. 11: Tam Panel Tester

To distinguish whether the process parameters are still ok the image is compared to a image
of the same tam panel after refreshing all process parameters (s. fig. 12).

Fig. 12: Tam Panel result after refreshment of process parameters

Fig. 13: Tam Panel result after the process became weaker

Fig. 14: Result detected by the Tam Panel Tester

After image analysis by image comparison the system clearly indicates that the analysis result
is different to the image stored in the system and that the process parameters of this dye
penetrant process have to be checked. In combination with the QAP system this data can be
taken into the process condition monitoring report.

